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schedules varies. The line number on
the paper version, therefore, has no
special connotation. Conversely, the
line number in the electronic filing
identifies the type of data being entered.
For example line number 1 always
refers to sales data and line 7,
Gathering-Firm. Since the transportation
and storage data may require any
number of lines, associating that data
with specific line numbers is not
feasible. In the electronic filing, the
headings at lines 2, Transportation of
Gas for Others, and 4, Storage, are not
reported, making some other means of
identifying the rate schedules as either
transportation or storage necessary.
Adopting the sequential numbering
2.001, 2.002, 2.003, etc., identifies all
items with the prefix 2 as related to
transportation rate schedules. Similarly,
all numbers in the sequence 4.001,
4.002, 4.003, etc., identify these items as
related to storage rate schedules. This
method of line numbering permits any
number of rows of transportation and
storage data to be reported without
disturbing the rest of the line numbering
sequence.

The line numbering on Part II of the
paper version of Form No. 11 is
modified to be consistent with the line
numbering in the electronic filing
instructions. A sentence is added to the
specific instruction explaining how the
lines are to be numbered.

A new specific instruction is added to
explain how footnotes are identified on
Parts I and II. The new instructions read
as follows:

‘‘In Part I, enter a footnote reference for
each item footnoted. The reference shall be
a concatenation of the letter of the item
footnoted and the number of the footnote.
Enter the footnote number together with the
footnote text in Part III. Enter up to ten
footnote references separated by /. Refer to
the item footnoted in the first position of the
footnote reference (e.g., e2 indicates footnote
2 applies to item e, the company’s name. Use
x if the footnote applies to the entire table,
e.g., x3).’’

‘‘In Part II, the footnote reference shall be
a concatenation of the column letter and the
footnote number. Enter the footnote number
together with the footnote text in Part III.
Enter up to ten footnote references separated
by /. Refer to the item footnoted in the first
position of the footnote reference (e.g., c5
indicates footnote 5 applies to the number in
column c, the quantity. Use x if the footnote
applies to the entire table, e.g., x7).’’

Two additional instructions are added
to clarify that the pipeline name must be
the full legal name of the pipeline, and
that the pipeline code is the three-digit
FERC pipeline code. The Commission’s
ultimate goal is to discontinue paper
filing. These two data elements will be
crucial to identification of the data as

coming from a particular respondent. To
ensure consistent reporting between the
paper version and electronic version of
the form, the pipeline code is added to
the identification information on the
paper form.

Subsequent to the turn of the century,
many software programs will have
difficulty processing dates which
identify only the last two digits of the
year. To avoid this potential difficulty,
all dates reported in the form will
contain all four digits of the year to be
reported. Therefore, the Report Period is
clarified to require begin and end dates
in the format MM/DD/YYYY. Similarly,
the submission date is formatted as
MM/DD/YYYY.

The components of the address of the
filing company are no longer listed
horizontally. They will now be entered
vertically with the number and street of
the address on one line and the city,
state, and zip code on another line. This
arrangement allows the information on
Part I to be ordered as it appears in the
electronic record.

The numbers (1) and (2) appearing
before the signature and phone number,
respectively, are removed. These
numbers do not appear in the electronic
record.

A space to enter a footnote
designation is added to provide the
filing company the opportunity to
record a footnote on Part I if
appropriate. For example, a company
which recently changed its name may
wish to enter a footnote to highlight the
name change.

Items reported on Part I are no longer
designated by a number, but by a letter.
This change conforms the paper copy to
the electronic copy of the form.

On Part II, Revenue Data, the heading
Total Quantities and Revenues is
changed to Total Quantities (1000s of
Dth) and Revenues (1000s of $) to clarify
the instructions for reporting these
items. An instruction is added to
indicate that the month reported must
be in the format MM/YYYY. The line
numbering is changed to incorporate the
new line numbering for transportation
and storage rate schedules as explained
above.

Part III, Footnotes, is modified by
replacing the columns entitled Line No.
Reference and Column Reference with a
single column entitled Footnote
Number. As discussed above, this
change conforms the method of
incorporating footnotes on the paper
copy of Form No. 11 to the method
adopted in the electronic version of
Form No. 11. Since the location of the
footnote is no longer dependent on
knowing the month reported, this item
is eliminated.

The Commission Orders

(A) The specifications for filing the
Form No. 11 electronically and on paper
are adopted.

(B) The Commission staff is
authorized to issue in the future, further
electronic and paper filing
specifications related to the forms that
were modified by Order Nos. 581 and
582.

By the Commission.
Linwood A. Watson, Jr.,
Acting Secretary.
[FR Doc. 96–8603 Filed 4–5–96; 8:45 am]
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[FRL–5454–8]

Science Advisory Board Request for
Nomination of Members and
Consultants

In accordance with its standard
operating procedures (SAB–FRL–2657–
4 dated August 21, 1984), the Science
Advisory Board (SAB), including the
Clean Air Scientific Advisory
Committee (CASAC) and the Clean Air
Act Compliance Advisory Council
(CAACAC), of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) is soliciting
nominations for Members and
Consultants (M/Cs). As part of this
effort, the Agency is publishing this
notice to describe the purpose of the
SAB and to invite the public to
nominate appropriately qualified
candidates of any gender or ethnic
background to fill upcoming vacancies.
This process supplements other efforts
to identify qualified candidates.

The SAB is composed of Non-Federal
Government scientists and engineers
who are employed on an intermittent
basis to provide independent advice
directly to the EPA Administrator on
technical aspects of public health and
environmental issues confronting the
Agency. Members of the SAB are
appointed by the Administrator—
generally in October—to serve two years
terms with some possibilities for
reappointment. Consultants are
appointed throughout the year, as the
need arises, by the Staff Director of the
Science Advisory Board to serve
renewable one-year terms and serve on
SAB committees, as needed. Many
individuals serve as consultants prior to
serving as members.

Any interested person or organization
many nominate qualified persons to
serve on the SAB. Nominees should be
qualified by education, training and
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experience to evaluate scientific,
engineering and/or economics
information on issues referred to and
addressed by the Board.

Members and Consultants most often
serve in association with one of the
following standing committees: Clean
Air Act Compliance Analysis Council,
Clean Air Scientific Advisory
Committee, Drinking Water Committee,
Ecological Processes and Effects
Committee, Environmental Economics
Advisory Committee, Environmental
Engineering Committee, Environmental
Health Committee, Integrated Human
Exposure Committee, Radiation
Advisory Committee, and Research
Strategies Advisory Committee.

Members and Consultants can expect
to attend 1–6 meetings per year, based
upon the activity of the committee on
which they serve. M/Cs generally serve
as Special Government Employees
(SGEs) (40 CFR part 3, subpart F or EPA
Ethics Advisory 88–6 dated 7/6/88) and
receive compensation, in addition to
reimbursement at the Federal
Government rate for travel and per diem
expenses while serving on the SAB.
SGEs are required to complete an
application package, including a
Confidential Financial Disclosure
Report.

Nominees should be identified by
name, occupation, position, address,
telephone number, fax number, email
address (if available) and SAB
committee of primary interest.
Nominations should include a current
resume that addresses the nominee’s
background, experience, qualifications,
and specific areas of expertise.

Information on the nominees will be
entered into the SAB’s data base for
potential M/Cs which will be consulted
whenever vacancies arise and/or when
special expertise is needed for particular
reviews. This request for nominations
does not imply any commitment by the
Agency to select individuals to serve as
a member of or consultant to the
Science Advisory Board from the
responses received.

Nominations should be submitted to:
Ms. Carolyn Osborne, Project
Coordinator, Science Advisory Board,
USEPA, 401 M Street, SW, Washington,
DC 20460 Tel: (202) 260–8414 no later
than June 14, 1996. Additional
information concerning the Science
Advisory Board, its structure, function,
and composition, may be found in the
Annual Report of the Staff Director
which is available by calling (202) 260–
8414 or by way on Internet at
BARNES.Don@EPAMAIL.GOV.

Dated: March 29, 1996.
Donald G. Barnes,
Staff Director Science Advisory Board.
[FR Doc. 96–8662 Filed 4–5–96; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560–50–P

[FRL–5455–2]

Access to Confidential Business
Information by a New Team
Subcontractor to TechLaw, Inc.

AGENCY: U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.
ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: TechLaw, Inc. the prime
contractor on the Region I Enforcement
Support Services (ESS) Contract 68–
W4–0019 has added Northbridge
Environmental Management
Consultants as a team subcontractor.

In Federal Register notice, vol. 60,
No. 67, EPA informed that TechLaw,
Inc. and its team subcontractors
required access to information in Region
I Superfund files to perform work under
the ESS contract. This information,
some of which may be claimed or
determined to be confidential business
information (CBI), has been submitted to
EPA under environmental statutes
administered by the Agency. This access
authorization now applies to
Northbridge Environmental
Management Consultants.
DATES: Comments should be submitted
to EPA on or before April 15, 1996.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mary H. Grealish, Project Officer, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,
(HBS), JFK Federal Building, Boston,
MA 02203–2211. Telephone (617) 223–
5507.

Dated: March 26, 1996.
Patricia L. Meaney,
Acting Regional Administrator.
[FR Doc. 96–8666 Filed 4–5–96; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560–50–P

[FRL–5454–6]

National Environmental Justice
Advisory Council; Notification of
Meeting and Public Comment Period(s)
Open Meeting

Pursuant to the Federal Advisory
Committee Act (FACA), Public Law 92–
463, notice is hereby given that the
National Environmental Justice
Advisory Council (NEJAC) along with
the subcommittees will meet on the
dates and times described below. All
times noted are Eastern Daylight Time.
All meetings are open to the public. Due
to limited space, seating at the NEJAC

meeting will be on a first-come basis.
Documents that are the subject of
NEJAC reviews are normally available
from the originating EPA office and are
not available from the NEJAC. The
meetings will occur at the Westin Hotel
in the Renaissance Center in Detroit, MI.
Phone: (313) 568–8000.

The full NEJAC will convene on
Wednesday, May 29 from 8 a.m. to 8:30
a.m and from 6:15 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., on
Thursday, May 30 from 11:45 a.m. to
6:00 p.m., and on Friday, May 31 from
8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. to discuss the
NEPA environmental justice guidance
update, relocation roundtables, follow-
up on pending items from the December
meeting, and various NEJAC new
business interest items. A public
comment period is scheduled from
6:30–8:30 p.m. on Wednesday, May 29
and from 12:00 p.m.–1:00 p.m. on
Thursday, May 30.

The six subcommittees will meet on
Wednesday, May 29, from 8:30 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. and on Thursday, May 30,
from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. Any
member of the public wishing further
information on the subcommittee
meetings should contact the specific
Designated Federal Official at the
telephone number listed below.

Members of the public who wish to
make a brief oral presentation should
contact Lena Schaye of PRC
Environmental Management, Inc. no
later than May 20, 1996 in order to have
time reserved on the agenda. In general,
each individual or group making an oral
presentation will be limited to a total
time of five minutes. Written comments
of any length (at least 35 copies) should
be received no later than May 20,
comments received after that date will
be provided to the Council as logistics
allow. They should be sent to PRC
Environmental Management, Inc., 1593
Spring Hill Road, Suite 300, Vienna, VA
221882. Telephone number is 703/287–
8880 or FAX: 703/287–8910. Internet e-
mail address is schayel@prcemi.com.

Subcommittee/Federal Official and
Telephone Number
Enforcement—Ms. Sherry Milan—202/

564–2619
Health & Research—Mr. Lawrence

Martin—202/260–0673
International—Ms. Lorry Frigerio—202/

260–6623
Indigenous Peoples—Ms. Elizabeth

Bell—202/260–8106
Public Participation—Mr. Robert

Knox—202/564–2604
Waste/Facility Siting—Ms. Jan Young—

202/260–1691
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
hearing impaired individuals or non-
English speaking attendees wishing to
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